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Abstract:
Pre-exhaustion (PE) has been applied in resistance training to manipulate the order of performing two
resistance exercises, a single joint exercise to momentary exhaustion, followed by a multi-joint
movement which includes the same muscle group. This method ensures greater recruitment of
muscles or muscle groups in the multi-joint exercise to further increase muscle strength and overcome
strength plateaus. The purpose of the present study was to investigate muscle activity by
electromyography during high-intensity (95% of 1 repetition maximum) bench press (BP), before and

D

after PE of the pectoralis major (PM), anterior deltoid (AD) and triceps brachii (TB) muscles in order
to determine the effects of PE of the prime movers. Eight healthy athletes, experienced in resistance
training, participated in the study. There were four sessions of the experiment. Session 1 was aimed at

TE

determination of one repetition maximum during a flat BP. Session 2, 3 and 4 consisted of performing
a BP after PE of the muscles studied by the incline dumbbell fly, front deltoid raise, and lying triceps
extension exercise. Peak concentric TB activation following TB PE (mean ± SD, 147.76 ± 18.6%)
was significantly greater by ANOVA (η2=0.82, F=5.45, p=0.004) compared to peak TB activation

C
EP

(114.77 ± 19.4%) before TB PE. The statistical analysis for PM and AD did not show any significant
differences. Coaches should not expect the usefulness of PE protocol to elicit higher PM or AD
activity or fatigue, but they can use it to increase TB activity before high intensity BP exercise.
Keywords: resistance training, triceps brachii, pectoralis major, anterior deltoid, electromyography,
neuromuscular fatigue
INTRODUCTION

C

Resistance training (RT) is used to develop muscular strength, increase external power output, and
induce skeletal muscle hypertrophy (7). Planning and developing a resistance training program is

A

based on creating combinations of basic training variables, such as the number of repetitions and sets
performed, the external loads lifted, and the choice and order of exercises (6). Recently, numerous
studies have evaluated the effect of exercise order on muscular contraction (contractibility) and have
shown that exercise order can increase power output or strength (23, 27), yet decrease repetition
performance (17). One way of manipulating the exercise order is to perform a single joint exercise to
momentary exhaustion, followed by a multi-joint movement which includes the same muscle group: a
method known as pre-exhaustion (PE) (6). The hypothetical mechanism underlying the use of PE
during resistance-training is that muscles within the previously “exhausted” motor units (MU) may
not be able to generate enough force to concentrically complete the multi-joint movement, possibly
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requiring higher threshold MUs to be used in order to compensate for the loss of functionality of the
fatigued MUs (18, 20). As high-threshold MUs are said to include more Type II muscle fibers than
low-threshold MUs, preferential recruitment of higher-threshold MUs may result in greater maximal
strength and hypertrophy compared to training in which primarily lower-threshold MUs are used.
Therefore, PE may been used in place of traditional resistance training to further increase muscle

D

strength and overcome strength plateaus (1).
The scientific community has focused on PE using the bench press (BP) exercise, due to the

TE

fact that many athletes perform the BP to develop upper body strength. As the BP is such a popular
exercise among individual and team sport athletes, many coaches and researchers are interested in
how altering acute program variables can affect resultant neuromuscular responses. Depending on
anthropometric variables and movement technique, muscular activity patterns vary during the BP, but

C
EP

researchers agree that the 3 primary muscle groups involved during the BP include the pectoralis
major (PM), anterior deltoid (AD) and triceps brachii (TB) (15, 28, 30). Although the analysis of
muscular activity during the BP has been described extensively in the literature (15, 21, 22, 26, 31),
research investigating the effects of PE during the BP is scarce. Only two studies have assessed
muscle activity during the BP before and after PE: one study using 10 repetition maximum (RM)
loads for the peck deck as a PE exercise (10) and the other using a 10RM load during the dumbbell fly

C

exercise (2). In both cases, only one of the primary movers during the BP (the PM) was “exhausted”
and the results of both studies showed that PE of the PM increased TB activity during a subsequent

A

10RM BP. Contrary to the original hypothesis of PE increasing MU recruitment in the pre-exhausted
muscle group, these data led the authors to speculate that higher threshold MUs had to be recruited in
the TB in order to meet the concentric demands of the subsequent 10RM BP, as the PM may not have
been able to produce as much force as before the PE BP.
Although these studies indicate that PE may not increase MU recruitment of the preexhausted muscle group, they do show that other muscle groups may need to produce more force in
order to meet the demands of the subsequent exercise. As mentioned, the BP includes three main
muscle groups, but the effect of PE has not been investigated in the TB or AD (2, 10). Additionally,
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these experiments (6, 25) used 10RM BP loads before and after PE, indicating that the studies may
have been designed to primarily investigate the acute effects of PE on the possibility of increasing
muscular hypertrophy. However, the activation of higher-threshold MUs also plays a role in the
development of maximal strength, meaning that the investigation of PE on a subsequent heavy multijoint movement is fully justified.

D

Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to investigate muscle activity during highintensity BP (95% 1RM), before and after PE of the PM, TB, and AD in order to determine the effects

TE

of PE of the prime movers. Based on previous data showing that PE of the PM results in increased
TB activity (3, 10), it was hypothesized that PE of the AD and TB would result in increased activity
of the PM, whereas PE of the PM would result in increased activity of the TB during a single high-

C
EP

intensity BP repetition (95% of 1 RM).

METHODS

Experimental approach to the problem

The measurements, spanning across four sessions, were performed in the Laboratory of Muscular

C

Force and Power at “xxx” using a cross-sectional design in January and February, 2016. Session 1
included 1RM testing of the flat barbell BP. Sessions 2, 3, and 4 consisted of performing a single

A

repetition of the BP with 95% 1RM before and after PE of the PM, TB, and AD. Each of these
sessions was randomized and included PE of a different muscle group. The lying triceps extension
exercise was used to pre-exhaust the TB, the incline dumbbell fly to pre-exhaust the PM, and the front
deltoid raise to pre-exhaust the AD.
Session one
During Session 1, subjects completed a standardized warm-up protocol including 5 min on a handcycle ergometer (heart rate between 130-140 bpm) followed by 15, 10, and 5 repetitions of the BP
using 40, 60, and 70% of 1RM, respectively. After the standardized warm up, the percentage of the
1RM load was calculated based on the self-reported values by the participants. The self-reported 1RM
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was set according to the information given by the participants on maximal lifts performed in the
previous six months. Next, 1RM BP was determined according to the protocols of van den Tillaar and
Saeterbakken (30).
After the 1RM BP, the 1RM was tested in randomized order for TB using the lying triceps
extension, AD using the front barbell deltoid raise, and for the PM using dumbbell fly´s. Participants

D

performed 12 repetitions at 50% of 1-RM, 6 repetitions at 70% of 1-RM and one repetition at 85% of
1-RM on exercise estimated for 1RM. The rest periods were between 3 to 5 minutes to avoid the

TE

potential effect of fatigue. When the self-reported 1RM was successful, a trial with an additional load
of 2.5-5 kg was performed. When the initial trial was unsuccessful, the weight was decreased by 2.5-5

C
EP

kg. A total of two to three trials were performed per participant for each exercise.

Session two, three and four

These sessions were randomized and included a different PE protocol aimed at exhausting a particular
muscle group: the incline dumbbell fly, front deltoid raise, and lying triceps extension. To begin
Sessions 2, 3, and 4, the participants completed the same warm-up as they did during Session 1, and
after 5 min of rest, they performed a single repetition of the BP with a load of 95% 1RM. Following

C

previous recommendations for resting after a heavily loaded exercise (25), participants rested for 5
min and then performed the session’s PE protocol which consisted of four sets of 10 RM (1, 2, 10)

A

which is approximately 70% of 1 RM load (5) with 2 min rest intervals between sets. After resting
for 5 min following the final PE repetition, a single repetition of the BP was performed with 95%
1RM. After 3-5 min, a maximum voluntary isometric contraction (MVIC) was performed for each of
the three muscles for the normalization of electromyography (EMG), see Figure 1.
The movement speed during all exercises was pre-set using an electronic metronome (Korg
MA-30, Korg, Melville, New York, USA) at 1s eccentric phase followed by a maximal velocity
concentric phase. As previously stated, the purpose of this study was to determine the effects of PE on
muscle activity during a subsequent strength-based activity using 95% 1RM. Therefore, in contrast to
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previous studies in which subjects immediately performed the subsequent multi-joint movement using
loads of approximately 70% 1RM, 5 min of rest was provided after the completion of the final PE
repetition in the present study, in line with previous recommendations when maximal loads are used
(25). The participants were spotted during each session by the research supervisor, who also
motivated the athletes verbally. Although a 10RM load was used, all participants were able to

D

complete at least eight repetitions during all four sets of every PE protocol.
Figure 1 about here

TE

Subjects

Eight healthy male athletes from various sport disciplines who were experienced in resistance training
for at least three years (basketball players, mixed martial arts, track and field) participated in the study

C
EP

(26 ± 3.8 yrs., 85 ± 5 kg, 176 ± 9.5 cm). Each subject had been using the exercises included in the
present study for at least three months prior to data collection. The participants did not perform any
resistance exercises for 72 hours prior to testing and all experimental sessions were separated by 7
days. All subjects were informed verbally and in writing about the procedures and possible benefits
and risks of the tests and provided written consent before they were included in the study. The study

C

received the approval of the Bioethics Committee at the “xxx”.
Electromyography

A

An eight-channel Noraxon TeleMyo 2400 system (Noraxon USA Inc., Scottsdale, AZ; 1500Hz) was
used for the recording and analysis of EMG activity. The activity was recorded during the concentric
and eccentric phases of the BP for the PM (sternocostal fibers), AD, and TB (lateral head). Before
placing the gel coated self-adhesive electrodes (Dri-Stick Silver circular sEMG Electrodes AE-131,
NeuroDyne Medical, USA), the skin was shaved, abraded and washed with alcohol. The electrodes
(11 mm contact diameter and a 2 cm center-to-center distance) were placed parallel to the direction of
the underlying muscle fibers according to the recommendations by SENIAM (13). The EMG signals
were sampled at a rate of 1000 Hz. Signals were band pass filtered with a cut off frequency of 8 Hz
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and 450 Hz, after which the root-mean-square (RMS) was calculated. All electrodes were located on
the right side of the participant, regardless of whether it was the dominant side. The PM electrodes
were placed on sternocostal fibers, 4 cm medial to the axillary fold (24), AD electrodes were placed
1.5 cm distal and anterior to the acromion (26, 29), and TB electrodes were placed medial and inferior
over the muscle belly (8). The grounding electrode was placed on the olecranon. Synchronized video

D

recording was used for identification of the beginning and completion of the movement.
At the end of Sessions 2-4, two sets of 2-3s tests of MVIC with 2 min rest intervals were

TE

performed in order to normalize electromyography recordings according to the SENIAM procedure
(13). The TB MVIC was obtained during lying triceps extension with 90° elbow flexion, the AD
MVIC at 90° seated arm flexion, and the PM MVIC during an isometric bench press at 90° elbow
flexion. All MVIC tests were performed against a fixed multi-press bar.

C
EP

The EMG analyses were based on mean root mean square (RMS) and peak RMS during the
eccentric and concentric phases of BP (2) before and after exhaustion with 95% 1RM and expressed
as a percentage of MVIC (%MVIC). The EMG results of all measured muscles during 1 repetition BP
with 95% 1RM load before and after the PE protocol (expressed in %MVIC) has been included in the
statistical analyses.

C

Statistics

The dependent variables were EMG peak and mean for both, the eccentric and concentric phases of

A

the pre- and post-BP during all three exercise protocols. The data were processed using Statistica
software and presented as means with standard deviations. The Shapiro-Wilk, Levene and Mauchly´s
tests were used in order to verify the normality, homogeneity and sphericity of the sample’s data

variances, respectively. A 2-way (with and without PE) repeated measures ANOVA was performed
for each variable and each muscle followed by Tukey´s post hoc tests. The statistical analysis was
aimed at determination of dependent variables differentiated by the independent variable (16). Effect
sizes (partial eta squared η2) were reported for results, where appropriate. Parametric effect sizes were
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defined as large d > 0.8, moderate 0.8 to 0.5, and small < 0.5 (16). The statistical significance was set
at p < 0.05.
Table 1 about here
RESULTS

D

Data was normally distributed (W = 0.89 for PM, W = 0.91 for AD, W = 0.93 for TB) and the
assumption of sphericity was not violated (χ2 = 3.44 for PM, χ2 =3.14 for AD, χ2 = 3.65 for TB).

TE

There was a significant main effect of PE on peak concentric TB activation (η2=0.82, F=5.45, p =
0.004) in TB PE protocol (Figure 2). Peak concentric TB activation following TB PE (mean ± SD,
147.76 ±18.6%) was significantly greater compared to peak TB activation (114.77 ± 19.4%) before
TB PE (Tab. 1 and Figure 2). The statistical analysis for PM and AD did not show significant

Figure 2 about here
DISCUSSION

C
EP

differences in peak or mean concentric and eccentric RMS before and after PE.

The main finding of this study was that TB activity during high-intensity bench press increased after
TB PE exercise, but PM and AD did not increase their activity in response to any PE protocol. The

C

finding that the PM and AD did not respond to any PE protocol is in agreement with previous studies
(2, 9). Moreover, it is possible to conclude that only TB activity can be increased in high-intensity BP

A

following a PE protocol. Therefore, when coaches or athletes aim to increase the activity of the prime
movers using PE protocols, only the TB may respond accordingly. Although hypothetical, it is
possible that increased TB muscle activity during training may enable higher threshold motor units to
be used more often, increasing the likelihood of such motor units being used during high-intensity
performance such as the shotput or javelin throw.
Previous studies have indicated that the TB may be the muscle group that is responsible for
limiting performance during the BP, suggesting that although the TB is considered to be a smaller
muscle group than the PM, it can be considered as the performance-liming muscle in the kinetic chain
for BP performance (4, 15). The PM, TB, and AD amplitude in the BP has been reported to increase
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as load and speed increases (14, 19, 21); however, increasing the external load increased TB and AD
activity, but did not affect PM activity (12, 15). It has also been shown that the TB showed greater
normalized EMG activity (above 100% MVIC) than the PM (below 80% MVIC) and AD (below
100% MVIC) during 1RM lifts (4). Therefore, the greater TB activity seems to be appropriate in high
intensity lifts, where our finding that only TB activity can be increased by the PE protocol can be

D

useful for justifying the need for TB PE workout session included in resistance training program
aimed to increases 1RM BP performance. On the other hand, the AD and PM have been shown to be

TE

responsible for surpassing the sticking region in 6RM BP (30) when fatigue occurs (such as fatigue of
TB), but those muscles did not respond to the PE protocol in this study. Since the TB PE protocol
increased TB activity in a subsequent high-intensity lift, TB PE may elicit the use of higher threshold
motor units during high-intensity training sessions, possibly leading to greater gains in strength and

C
EP

hypertrophy compared to a protocol lacking TB PE.

A relatively constant activity of the PM in our study (Tab 1) may be partly explained by the
fact that the order of recruitment of motor units in multifunctional muscles with broad origins (such as
the pectoralis muscles) depends on various factors e.g. the direction of the force, which has an effect
on mechanical efficiency. In a study by Glass and Armstrong (11), the decline BP caused a more
intensive recruitment of the sternocostal part of the PM, whereas for the opposite position (incline),

C

the exercise activated the clavicular part of this muscle more significantly. There is some evidence
that the independent synaptic input for different motor units is contained in one muscle. It should be

A

noted that the effect of PE on AD peak activity was moderate (n2= 0.65), but the difference was not

statistically significant (p=0.08). However, the AD after AD PE protocol revealed an 18% increase in
activity (Table 1) after PE which, despite the lack of statistical significance, suggests greater stability
work, perhaps indicating the role of the AD in overcoming the sticking region.
A previous study (2) identified that PM PE using the 10RM dumbbell fly elicited greater TB
activity during a subsequent 10RM bench press, but did not increase the neural activity of the PM.
Our findings indicate that TB PE can result in increased TB during a 95% 1RM BP. However, not all
prime movers or PE exercises can be used to succeed this effect. No significant differences were
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observed for the PM and AD, which is similar to previous studies (2, 9) using 10RM PE protocols and
10RM pre-post measures. Therefore, it seems as though the effect of PE on neuromuscular activity is
highly dependent of the loading parameters of the multi-joint exercise performed.
Coaches and athletes can expect the following after implementing a PE protocol: increased
activity during moderate intensity exercise performed to failure (10RM) of prime movers that were

D

not targeted during PE (2, 9), or an increased TB muscle activity when using low repetitions in the
main exercise performed at high intensity (90-100% 1RM). However, there is a high specificity of the

TE

above mentioned effect in term of exercise and targeted muscle. Because in BP only TB can be
influenced by PE protocol and the effect depends on PE of other prime movers and the intensity of the
main exercise.

Although the novelty of the present study’s protocols shed light on the effects of PE on

C
EP

subsequent high-intensity performance, the data presented cannot be directly compared to other data
due to differences in protocols used in previous studies (i.e. 10RM vs 95% 1RM). However, the data
of the present study gives a foundation to which future studies can be compared. One limitation of the
current study is that EMG can provide data for the neuromuscular aspect of the lift, but provides no
information regarding the metabolic response. In this manner, it would be premature to conclude that
PE should be used to increase strength and hypertrophy, as the development of both comprise

C

complex metabolic and hormonal mechanisms not measured in the present study. Nonetheless, the
data of the present study show that PE of the TB may increase TB muscle activity and motor unit

A

recruitment during high-intensity exercise, possibly resulting in heightened neuromuscular
adaptations.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
The results of the present study indicate that when compared to an initial bench press
repetition with 95% 1RM, pre-exhaustion of the TB with lying triceps extensions can result in greater
TB activity during a subsequent 95% 1RM flat barbell BP. The PE had an effect on AD which further
supports that PE affects the smaller prime movers, but doesn´t affect PM muscle activity during the
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bench press exercise, which is relatively constant regardless of the pre-exhaustion exercise choice.
Coaches can use different PE protocols, but only TB activity may be influenced by TB pre-exhaustion
during the BP. In other words, coaches should not expect the usefulness of PE protocol to elicit higher
PM or AD activity or fatigue, but they can use it to increase TB activity before high intensity BP
exercise. Because a possibility to increase motor unit recruitment in the TB during high intensity BP,

D

the 10RM PE protocol can target TB activity fatigue during 1 repetition task resulting in improved
performance.

TE

The selection of exercise and workout protocol for successful pre-exhaustion has to be
measured, as our results do not correspond with the general belief that any prime mover exercise can
be used for pre-exhaustion. This study shows the specific application of pre-exhaustion protocol,
which includes the rest before the 95% maximal lift, where the lying triceps extension (French press)

C
EP

can elicit TB activity possibly resulting in its increased adaptation for 1RM lifts. Therefore, when
athletes lack in triceps strength or activity during the BP, coaches can implement PE exercise
protocols during BP training.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1: The procedures flow chart in session 2, 3 and 4.

RM = repetition maximum, BP = bench press, PE = pre-exhaustion, MVIC = maximal voluntary

C

contraction.

Figure 2: Peak muscle activity of the triceps brachii, pectoralis major and anterior deltoid during the

A

flat bench press using 95% 1 repetition maximum with and without pre-exhaustion.

PE = pre-exhaustion, PM = pectoralis major sternoclavicular fibres, AD = anterior deltoid, TB =
triceps brachii lateral head, PE = pre-exhaustion, EMG = electromyography, %MVIC = percent of
maximal voluntary contraction.
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Table 1. Peak muscle activity for the PM, AD, TB muscles for the bench press exercise with and
without PE with the load of 95% 1RM.
PM

EMG (MVIC %)

AD

TB

Without PE

With PE

Without PE

With PE

Without PE

With PE

(mean ± SD)

(mean ± SD)

(mean ± SD)

(mean ± SD)

(mean ± SD)

(mean ± SD)

120 ± 13

118 ± 8

117 ± 44

135 ± 36

116 ± 18

147 ± 19
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∆ without PE - PE (%)

PM = pectoralis major sternoclavicular fibres, AD = anterior deltoid, TB = triceps brachii lateral head,

TE

PE = pre-exhaustion, RM = repetition maximum, ∆ = value difference between values with and
without pre-exhaustion, SD = standard deviation, EMG = electromyography, MVIC = maximal
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voluntary contraction.
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